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Introduction
This study is a multiple single subject evaluation of parenting skills in a Vietnamese
Parenting Class that is offered at the Asian Pacific Family Resource Center. This communitybased center is one of the four different family resource centers under the management of the
Santa Clara County Social Services Agency. The center provides parenting classes in a
variety of Asian languages. Most of the participants are court mandated to attend parenting
class. Court referred participants are either in Family Maintenance (FM) or Family
Reunification (FR) in the Department of Family and Children Services. Parenting classes meet
once a week for 2 1/2 hours for the duration of 12 weeks.
The purpose of this project is to assess the parenting skills of parents who attended the
parenting classes. Another objective for conducting this study is to provide information and
recommendations to improve the parenting education curriculum and to enhance existing
serv1ces.

Context of Services

The Santa Clara County Social Services Agency administers public assistance,
social services, and employment related programs governed be federal, state, and
county law and regulation (The Social Security Act of 1935, the California Welfare
and Institutions Code of the Santa Clara County Ordinance Code). Santa Clara
County offers a variety of services to its residents. The mission of the agency is to
deliver the highest quality services to all residents in our community by ensuring
equal access and opportunity to all and to provide those services equally to all clients
in a prompt, dignified, and efficient manner (County of Santa Clara Social Services
Agency Fact Sheet, January 1998).
The Social Services Agency's goals and objectives are:
1. To promote and provide leadership and direction in the provisions of services to our
diverse, dynamic, multicultural community.
2. To facilitate private and public service providers in meeting their missions and
objectives as they relate to client services.
3. To be an integral and vital part of the County's human services networks.
4. To continually identify and address the unmet needs of our client/citizen and to
facilitate/advocate and pursue programs to meet these need.
5. To aggressively inform and educate the community about the Agency's programs
(Santa Clara County Social Services Agency, January 1998).
The Department of Family and Children's Services (DFCS) is one program that falls
under the umbrella of the Santa Clara County Social Services Agency. The DFCS receives
child abuse and neglect reports involving more than 21,000 children annually. The department
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places nearly 3,650 children in foster home for their protection from abusive parents, and
some 80 other children in adoptive homes. The department has the tenth largest child welfare
caseload in California and its supervises nearly 430 foster home monthly and recruits new
foster parents throughout the community. The department also filed 1,180 petitions with the
Juvenile Court each year, making children dependents of the court and served by the Family
Reunification Program. It provides family preservation services to families and their children
and has successfully enabled 80% to stay together. It stations social workers at schools and
police agencies to provide early intervention services for at-risk children and operates four
neighborhood Family Resource Centers with a focus on ethnic communities to assist families
and children (Annual Fact Sheet, January 1998).
DFCS has a variety of services to meet the needs of children and their families which
include: emergency response, (child abuse and neglect reporting center, assessment center,
family maintenance), out-of-home care (family reunification, permanent placement, adoption
services, foster and adoptive home recruitment, foster parent training and education, licensing,
child health and disability prevention program, children's shelter, family visiting center), family
preservation (family resources centers), and Court Services (court officers unit, dependency
investigation, home supervision), (County of Santa Clara Social Services Agency, January
1998).
The mission statement of the Department of Family and Children's Services (DFCS) is
to protect children from abuse and neglect, promote their healthy development and provide
services to families which preserve and strengthen their ability to care for their children. The
department is responsible for prevention, intervention, advocacy, and public education related
to the protection of children and their need for consistency in their care and nurturing (SSA
Fact Sheet, January 1998).
3

The general structure of the Social Services Agency includes of directors, program
managers, supervisors, social workers and administrative staff. The Social Services Agency
consists of nearly 2,400 staff, of which 76% are female. Its staff composition is ethnically
diverse with White and other non-white (35%), Hispanic/Latino (33%), Asian/Pacific
Islanders (23%), African American (6%), Filipino (3%), and (1 %) American Indian (SSA Fact
Sheet, January 1998).
The Nuestra Casa, Ujirani, Gilroy and Asian-Pacific Family Resource Centers are the
four resource centers that provide on-site support groups and counseling for family and
residents of Santa Clara County. The DFCS department established these four centers. Since
1995, the Asian Pacific Family Resource Center (APFRC) has provided a variety of programs
and services to assist individuals and families with the goal of supporting and preserving
families. The services that are being offered at APFRC include parenting education (classes
offered in various Asian languages; Cambodian, Korean, Mandarin, Tagalog, and
Vietnamese), parent support groups to help parents share specific topics and situation in their
daily lives, ESL/citizenship classes help immigrants learn English and prepare for U.S.
citizenship, gamblers' anonymous group help address the growing numbers of gamblers in the
Asian community and the most recently added services that the APFRC offered is the youth
leadership program. This is a gang prevention program that helps youth between the ages of
11 to 18 build positive self-esteem and stay away from gang activities.
The Vietnamese Parenting Class has been developed and facilitated by the APFRC staff
since 1995. Most parents are court-ordered to attend the Basic Positive Parenting Model
classes. The parenting class is a 30 hours, 12-week course that covers topics such as Selfesteem, Communication, Stress/Anger Management, Substance Abuse and Aids, Home
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Safety, Nutrition, Ages & Stages, and Positive Discipline. The goal and objectives of the
Vietnamese Parenting Class is to educate parents on alternative ways of discipline children
without physical punishment. A staff from APFRC facilitated the Vietnamese Parenting Class.
The facilitator was responsible for the planning, coordination, and implementation of the
activities and discussions.
There has not been any evaluation done to evaluate the effectiveness of the Vietnamese
Parenting Class. Participants are always encouraged to provide feedback and input to
improve the class.
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Target Population
The Vietnamese Parenting Class consisted of court mandated and voluntary Vietnamese
participants. The classes are taught in Vietnamese by a LCSW social worker. The group
included both male and female abusive parents from the age of 18 to late adulthood. There
were thirty-seven participants who attended the classes. The majority of the participants were
between the ages of30 to late 50. In order to prevent further abuse parents who were part of
the system were required to learn appropriate parenting and discipline techniques to care for
their children. Participants were referred to the Vietnamese Parenting Class through their
social worker or recommendation by the court officers.
An example of a typical client that is court ordered in the Department of Family and
Children Services (DFCS) is Tom (pseudo name) which is PS. Participant 5 is a 43-year-old
Vietnamese man who came to America with his family for about 18 years. He and his wife
have three children. Before he and his wife were court ordered to attend parenting class, they
both had problems with their oldest child, Sue (not real name). Sue was born and raised in
America, and there were many conflicts in term of family values and customs. Sue did not like
the old values that her parents instilled in her, therefore she cut school, talked back to her
parents and became rebellious. Due to all the acting out from Sue, PS did not know what to
do so he did what he learned best from his parents, he disciplined his daughter through
physical punishment. A schoolteacher reported the abuse and DFCS became involved. PS's
wife did not participate in the discipline process, but the court saw that she failed to protect
her children, and they both were ordered to attend parenting class. Most of the participants in
the parenting class came from similar situations.
All the names of the participants in this research had been changed to protect their
privacy. Jessica (Pl) is a 26 years old mother who was referred to the parenting class
6

because of an unexplainable burn on her baby right arm. Victor (P2) and Denise (P4) were
referred to CPS because of the physical punishment Victor inflicted on their daughter. Denise
was ordered to attend parenting class because she failed to protect her daughter from the
abuse. Laura (P3) is a 30 years old mom who was referred to parenting class because she
beat her child with a broom handle. The school noticed the bruises and reported the incident
to CPS. Linda (P6) is a 19 years old mom who was referred to parenting class due to an
extensive injury that her son received from a fall. The baby fell of the bed and broke his rib,
due to a hazardous home. Nancy is a 34 years old mother who used physical punishment as a
form of discipline with her three children. The bruises from the children were reported to CPS
for investigation and mom was ordered to attend parenting class to learn appropriate ways of
discipline.
The group was open-ended, with new members being accepted and welcomed. In order
for the participants to graduate from the classes they had to attend all twelve cycles. Under
very important circumstances participants can graduate with one excused absence.
Participants that missed more than one class had to take the class over when the next twelve
cycles opened up. Due to the set schedule of the classes and the different weeks the
participants entered the classes, seven participants were chosen for the multiple single subject
design study. These seven participants started the class at the same week (10/15) and
graduated at the same time (1/28). Out of the seven participants, two were males in their
forties. The five female participants were between the ages of 19-45.
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Theoretical Foundation and Literature Review
Child abuse is undoubtedly one of the most serious social health problems in society.
The problem of child abuse has risen dramatically over the last decade. Since 1985, the rate
of child abuse fatalities has increased by 20 percent. According to the National Committee to
Prevent Child Abuse (NPCPA) in 1996, an estimated 1,046 child abuse related fatalities were
confirmed by CPS agencies. Based on these numbers, more than three children die each day
as a result of child abuse (1997). For just the reported incidents, this is an alarming number of
deaths per day. There also are many cases that are unreported to CPS agencies due to
cultural differences or other factors that caused people not to come forward.
This research suggested that certain values, morals, and beliefs transfer from parent to
child. Steele (1970) claims that abusive parenting behaviors are learned by children during the
developmental stages of their childhood in an effort to gain some measure of self-protection
and mastery. Children tend to identify strongly with their aggressor and develop a pattern of
discharging aggressive behavior to the outside world in order to cover their own insecurities.
These learned behaviors are often reproduced in adult life.
Steele and Pollock (1968) have shown in their clinical work that abusing parents have a
history of being abused or neglected as children and have recreated the same pattern in rearing
their own children. Martin (1976) suggests that children who experience abusive relationships
with their parents establish similar relationships with their children when they become parents.
The cycle, when repeated transmits learned abusive parenting attitudes and child rearing
practices to yet another generation of children (Steele, 1970).
The effects ofrole reversal on abused children are destructive. Assuming the role of the
responsible parent, children fail to negotiate the developmental tasks which must be mastered
at each stage of life if they are to achieve normal development and a healthy adjustment
8

(Erickson, 1950). Children in a role reversal situation have little sense of self and see
themselves as existing only to meet the needs of their parents.
Treatment and intervention strategies such as foster care, parent education, and crisis
intervention are designed to protect children from further abuse while providing support and
treatment. The goal of any treatment or intervention is to change the abusive attitudes and
behaviors by providing appropriate ways to parenting and child rearing.

In 1974 the federal government passed the Child Abuse Treatment and Prevention Act
(P.L. 93-247 as cited in Bravo 1997). This legislation allowed the federal government to
assume a direct role in the identification, treatment, and prevention of child abuse and neglect.
The act defines child abuse and neglect as" the physical or mental injury, sexual or
exploitation, negligent treatment, or maltreatment of a child under the age of 18. Under this
legislation the primary concern of the DFCS is to protect children from neglect and abuse. At
the same time DFCS tries to help, strengthen families and to maintain them together. Among
the preventive services for attaining this goal is parent education.
Parent education is viewed as the process of enabling parents to obtain information and
skills useful to them in performing the array of functions broadly related to their parental role
(Hobbs, 1984).
As for the Vietnamese community, physical punishment is not considered child abuse but
a traditional discipline practice passed down from one generation to another. It is sometimes
considered abuse or a serious matter when parents are court-mandated to attend parenting
classes to have their children return to them. There is no literature review on the detrimental
effect that physical or any type of abuse can cause on a child in the Vietnamese population.
This researcher utilized other research studies to show that child abuse has a negative effect
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on children and that positive parenting may help alleviate a further increase of child abuse
nationally, including in the Vietnamese community.
Communication among family members is generally accepted as one of the most crucial
facets of interpersonal relationships and is seen as a key to understanding the dynamics
underlying family relations. Barnes ( 1989), for example, noted that discrepancies between
parents' and adolescents' perception of the family were related to poor communication
between the two generations. By studying communication patterns and positive parenting
skills, it is possible to understand such things as cohesion, decision-making processes, and the
rules and roles that operate within the family system.
Communication has also been identified as important for understanding delinquency.
Hirschi (1969), in a study of self-reported delinquency among boys, noted that as the intimacy
of communication between the parent and the child increased, the likelihood that the child
would commit delinquent acts decreased. The analysis of this study revealed that having open
communication with either of one's parents is significantly associated with less serious forms
of delinquency.
Arnold and O'Leary (1995) after compiling results suggested the parents of children
who display high rates of negative affect may be particularly likely to use over-reactive
discipline practices. These parents may be in particular need of parent training. In addition,
the effectiveness of parent training programs may increase by teaching parents techniques that
help to lessen the adverse effects of child negative behavior.

It is stated in the Parenting Project that 80 percent of child victims are abused or
neglected by their parents and 10 percent by other relatives. In Current Trends in Child Abuse
Reporting and Fatalities, the National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse (NCPCA) 1996
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Annual Fifty State Survey showed that the issues of parental capacity and skills were the
second (after substance abuse) most reported contributor to the likelihood for engaging in
abusive behavior. The state liaisons indicated that families reported for child
maltreatment frequently lacked specific parenting skills due either to various mental health
problems, poor understanding of a child's normal developmental path or young maternal age.
By addressing cycles of violence, teen pregnancy, empathy, and mental health problems,
before all these can occur, parenting education for parents can foster prevention ofwidescale
and intergenerational impact.
The relationship between parenting practices and behavior problems in very young
children was investigated by Brenner and Fox (1998). The results indicated that parents' use
of verbal and corporal punishment was the strongest predictor ofreported behavior problems.
The researchers utilized the Parent Behavior Checklist (PBC) to assess practices of the
parents of children who were 1 to 5 years old along three parenting dimensions: discipline
(responding to difficult behavior with verbal and corporal punishment), nurturing (parental
behaviors that promotes psychological growth), and expectations (developmental tasks that
the parent believes the child should be capable of doing). The study hypothesized that parents
who used more frequent corporal and verbal punishment according to the PBC scores would
report more problem behaviors in their children.
According to Hurlbut et al ( 1997), most children who are nurtured positively develop a
healthy identity, self-esteem, knowledge of and respect for limits, a moral code to live by, and
the ability to make wise choices. They become well prepared to be productive in their adult
roles as workers, community members and parents.
Studies making class comparisons indicate that lower socioeconomic parents were more
likely to use ridicule, shouting, or physical punishment with their children. Hence, parents
11

with lower socioeconomic status tended to use more power assertive disciplinary techniques
(Mischley, Webb, Mischley, & Dush 1985 as cited in Maricela Bravo SW298). Mischley et al
(1985) also found that children's social competency scores were correlated with parents'
scores on specific parenting skills. It also appeared that social class differences in parenting
styles seemed to render children oflow-income families more vulnerable to problems with
emotional, social, and cognitive development (Mischley, et al, 1985).

It is necessary when assessing cases of child abuse and providing services (i.e. parenting
classes) to take into consideration the cultural values, beliefs and differences in child-rearing
practices among different cultures. The lack of self-esteem, efficacy, and control experienced
in a new country by minority parents may contribute to parenting problems. Due to all these
reasons, it might prevent minority parents from seeking assistance.
The high frequency of reports of child abuse and neglect among ethnically diverse
populations served to alert service providers to the importance of culture practices. Whether
ethnic minorities are over-represented in child abuse and neglect statistics because of closer
scrutiny by social services agencies or because of an actual higher prevalence is still a
continuing debate (Oates, 1982).
Parenting education offers a vital means of addressing the tragic and escalating problem
of child abuse in today society. Many abusive and neglectful parents are unaware of normal
child development. Because they do not recognize age-appropriate behavior, they often punish
inappropriately. Most people parent the way they were parented, causing child abuse, neglect
and violent behavior to be passed from one generation to the next in a cycle of violence.
Parenting education provides role models, and builds empathy, critical thinking and
relationship skills that can counter this harmful influence.
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Parenting classes offered by the Asian-Pacific Family Resource Center utilized a positive
parenting approach that focused on building the parent-child relationship based on mutual
trust and mutual respect. Positive parenting provides information about children's
development and needs, so that parents can appreciate their child's uniqueness (DFCS,
Training Manual, 1998).
Positive parenting provides information and skills to make parenting more enjoyable and
successful. Positive parenting does not advocate any type of approach or script to solve
today's parenting problems.
At Asian-Pacific Family Resource Center each parent learns more about their parenting
strengths and how to choose that best tool that will work for them. A variety of teaching
strategies consist of video viewing, psycho-education of various topics (types of child abuse,
self-esteem, stress, acculturation, etc ... ), discussions and handouts developed for those with
low-literacy skills.
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Design of the Evaluation Study
The hypothesis for this research will be as follow: Parents who attend the 12 cycles of
psycho-education in the parenting classes will acquire the skills and techniques to better
discipline their children in a non- abusive way.
The following terms were operationalized according to the parenting education
curriculum:

Class Activities and discussion: (class activities encompass icebreakers, psycho-education
and video viewing). Icebreaker help the participants engage in activities and discussions and
establish group cohesion. Psycho-education and video viewing components of the parenting
education curriculum serve to educate participants about positive parenting skills and to
facilitate discussions of parenting issues.

Socialization: the process of communication, interaction, and peer support.
Skills and Techniques: these knowledge acquired at parenting classes such as ways of
interacting with a child, the understanding of developmental stages of a child, and provide
positive reinforcement (hugs, smiles, praises, or tangible reward) and rationales the
consequences.

Non-Abusive: discipline without hitting, yelling, shaming and other forms of abuse.
The research design for this study is pre-experimental with goal attainment scaling. The
pre-tests and post-tests of the Adult Adolescent Parenting Inventory (AAPI) will be
administered during the first and last class sessions. This study used the multiple baselines,
which is the (AB) design. This researcher believed that it is more useful to use the AB design
than the ABA or ABAB designs because no withdrawal of intervention is required. Also, this
multiple baseline design is useful in this study because this researcher is working with several
participants that had the same problem and received the same intervention. The shorthand
14

notation for this multiple baseline design with two target behaviors and one intervention is
written as follow: Al

A2

B

Goal attainment scaling measures weekly progress of each participant in this study.
The goals established for this research are as follows:

'

1.

The participation level of the parents in the class activities and group discussions
such as icebreakers (self-disclosure), psycho-education and video viewing.

2.

A satisfaction survey will be given at the last class session with the AAPI posttests. The satisfaction survey will comprise of 5 questions relating to the topics
presented during the 12 weeks.

This researcher hopes to measure the participant level of improvement in each of the
two proposed goal areas. If there is improvement in the goals, is it reflected in the morale
when they attended the classes? Also, did the improvement in the goal attainment scores
show that the parents comprehend appropriate parenting skills as reflected in the AAPI posttest scores? Every week, this researcher gathered and collected data of each participant in the
study and compiled the data in three tables. In order to score the goal attainment scaling and
to evaluate the degree of involvement of the participants in the parenting education class
during the 2½-hour sessions, each participant was rated in a five category rating system.
AB=absent, N = never (not involved in any activities or discussion), 0 = occasionally
(minimal involvement, 1-2 times), F = frequently (3-5 times), A= always (6-8 times).
Dr. Stephen Bavolek, is the author of the Adult Adolescent Parenting Inventory (AAPI).
Dr. Bavolek has years of experience in the prevention and treatment of child abuse and
neglect. The AAPI instrument consisted of a 32-item assessment of parenting and childrearing practices. The AAPI is useful in assessing individual strengths and weaknesses
involved in child rearing. The AAPI was used in this research study to measure the parenting
15

attitudes of the parents before and after group intervention (parent education classes). There
are two forms of the AAPI. Form A is the pre-test and form Bis the posttest. The
differences between the two forms are the wording change on 11 items in form B.
The AAPI measures four categories; (a) Inappropriate Expectations, (b) Empathy, (c)
Corporal Punishment, and ( d) Role Reversal. The Inappropriate Expectations subscale
measures whether the parents demand specific behaviors that exceed the child's development
capability ( e.g., "Children should be expected to verbally express themselves before the age of
one year."). The Empathy subscale measures whether the parent empathizes, recognizes and
values children's needs. The parents fear spoiling children ifhe or she nurtures them (e.g.,
"Parents who are sensitive to their children's feelings and mood often spoil their children.").
The Corporal Punishment subscale measures whether the parent believes that hitting,
spanking, and slapping children teach them right from wrong and help them develop strong
and healthy characteristics. The parent does not know alternatives to spanking and believes in
strong discipline (e.g., "Parents have the responsibility to spank their children when they
misbehave."). The Role Reversal subscale measures whether the parents use the child to
satisfy the parent's needs (e.g., "Young children should be expected to comfort their mother
when she is feeling blue.").
The questions are answered on a 5 point Likert-type scale, ranging from "strongly
agree" to "strongly disagree". High scores on each subscale indicate appropriate parenting
skill knowledge. Low scores indicate poor parenting skills knowledge. Standard scores used
in establishing the norms for the AAPI are called the Sten. For example, A Sten of 5 or 6
represents the average or the norm score. A Sten of 7 to 10 reveals positive parenting
abilities. This shows that parents understand the developmental needs of children, values and
respect their feelings, and the parents use other alternative means to discipline their children
16

other than physical punishment. These parents provide appropriate role models for their
children. Table 1 below represents the AAPI scoring scale established by Dr. Stephen
Bavolek. The top set of the numbers represent the Standard Ten Scores (STEN) which
correspond to the bottom numbers denoting the response of the population in percentage.
Table 1: AAPI Standard Scoring Scale
Standard Ten Scores (Sten)
1
2
3
2.3

4.4

9.2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1.5

19.1

19.1

15

9.2

4.4

2.3

Response of the population in percentages
The participants were not randomly selected. They were referred to the Parenting Class
by social workers and court officers. Participants were mandated to attend parenting class
because they are either in Family Maintenance or Family Reunification and they need to attend
this class to learn appropriate parenting skills to prevent further punitive child rearing
practices.
During the first session, the purpose of the research was explained to the participants.
They were given consent forms to sign if they wished to participate in the study. The
participants were given the AAPI pre-tests to complete. They were asked to read the
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questions carefully and to ask the facilitator for assistance if they did not understand.
The staff at the Asian-Pacific Family Resource Center facilitated the parenting classes.
The researcher conducted the study of the parental attitudes of the participants. The
researcher was responsible for the distribution of the AAPI pre-tests and post-tests. The
researcher gathered the participants' data from the AAPI tests and goal attainment scaling and
provided analysis of the results. The researcher created the goal attainment scaling in which
the two goal areas of the parenting class were recognized. Each week, the researcher

t,
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recorded the two goal areas accomplished by the participants in the parenting class. This data
were collected, interpreted and transferred into the tables.
There were minimal risks to the participants, as their information was kept confidential
in a safe cabinet. The researcher had to track each participant's pre-tests, post-tests and the
goal attainment scaling. Therefore, the participants were not anonymous. The researcher
used pseudo names for each participant to protect their confidentiality.
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Result
The results of the AAPI were divided into four categories: Inappropriate Expectations,
Empathy, Corporal Punishment and Role Reversal. Each of the graphs included the pre-test
and post-test scores of the seven participants in this study.

Figure 1: Pre-test/Post-test scores in the area oflnappropriate Expectations

Inappropriate Expectation N=7
10
9
8
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7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
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Post-test
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P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P a rti c i pa n ts

The Inappropriate Expectations bar chart showed that six out of seven participants
scored in the low Sten scores during the pre-test, indicating that there was a general lack of
understanding of children' s developmental capabilities. The post-test shows four participants
improved dramatically. One can assume that the intervention (parent education) can be the
cause of the increase in the post-test scores which seemed to indicate that the participants
gained improved understanding of children' s developmental stages. Participant 6 scored
lower on her post-test than her pre-test. P6 went from Sten (8) on her pre-test to Sten (3) on
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her post-test. One can interpret that she might have been distracted during the post-test or
she might not have understood the normal child development. Participant 4 scored below the
norm on both the pre-test and pqst-test. This may indicate that he did not grasp the
importance of the appropriate expectations of children.
Figure 2: The Pre-test/Post-test scores in the area of Empathy.
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The Empathy scores for the post-test showed improvement in 4 out of7 participants
after the twelve-week Parenting Skills Class. In both the pre-test and the post-test, participant
1, 5 and 7 scored below the 50% Sten. Test scores of Participants 1, 5, and 7 seem to
indicate an inability to empathize with their children and further were unable to respond to
those needs in an appropriate fashion.
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Figure 3: Pre-test/Post-test scores in the area of Corporal Punishment
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Figure 3 showed that the seven participants scored higher on the pre-test than the posttest. According to Lee (1990), Vietnamese family members learn to respect and fears the
elders, authority, and status. This may be interpreted that Vietnamese clients are suspicious of
the court and its interpretation of the test results. During the pre-test, this researcher observed
the participants discussing the test and comparing their answers. They feared that if they
answered truthfully, they would be in trouble with their social worker. This researcher
explained to all participants at the beginning of the test that all information would be kept
confidential and their social workers would have no access to the information provided. Most
of the participants found this difficult to believe. As a result, the truthfulness of most of the
answers was questionable. The participants in their interactions at the end of the twelve
weeks stated that they learned a lot of useful information from the facilitator and now view
their ways (physical punishment) of discipline as incorrect. Culturally, the Vietnamese
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accepted corporal punishment as a primary form of discipline, the participants in the class
learned of the harmfulness of it as a primary discipline technique.

Figure 4: Pre-test/Post-test scores in the area of Role Reversal.
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In the Role Reversal chart, one can see that most of the participants scored higher on the
post-test. One can interpret that all the participants in this class did not grasp the importance
of the concept ofrole reversal before taking the Parenting classes. The effects of the role
reversal on abused children are destructive to both the parents and the child. Assuming the
role of the responsible parent, children fail to negotiate the developmental tasks which must be
mastered at each stage of life if they are to achieve normal development and a healthy
adjustment (Erickson, 1950). In this society, children in a role reversal situation have little
sense of self and see themselves as existing only to meet the needs of their parents.
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· f100 an d I n t erven fion tior th e 12 weeks
Ta ble 2 Goa I 0 ne: Pa rf1c1pa

.

Participants

Wkl

Wk2

Wk3

Wk4

WkS

Wk6

Wk7

Wk8

Wk9

Wkl0

Wkll

Wk:12

Pl

0

N

N

N

N

N

AB

N

N

N

N

N

P2

0

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

0

P3

0

0

0

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

0

0

P4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

N

0

0

0

0

PS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

F

0

P6

0

F

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

P7

0

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

AB

N

0

Table 3: Summary total for Table 2: Participation and Intervention for the 12 weeks
Never
(N)
10

Occasionally
(0)
1

Frequently
(F)
0

Always

Pl

Absent
(AB)
1

P2

0

10

2

0

0

P3

0

7

s

0

0

P4

0

1

11

0

0

PS

0

0

11

1

0

P6

0

0

11

1

0

P7

1

9

2

0

0

7

2

37

43

2

0

Participants

Total

(A)
0

Based upon this summary table, one can speculate that the participation level of abuse
scored the highest in parents in the class discussion were occasional. Participants 4, 5, and 6
were the ones who participated the most. These three participants showed lots of interest and
enthusiasm in the topics presented by the facilitator. Men seemed to speak out more
frequently than the women participants. Most of the women participants just sat and listened
to the information presented by the facilitator. One can say that the low level of interaction
may be related to the Vietnamese culture. One of the characteristics of the Vietnamese
culture is the woman being submissive. They are taught that their opinion does not count, and
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that only the man's is important. This was a major factor that contributed to the low level of
the female participants because the facilitator was a male.

Figure 5: Satisfaction Survey
Satisfaction SJrvey
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Figllfe 5 depicted the Satisfaction Survey of the seven participants. The bar graph
showed each participant's rating of the class. The pie chart showed the overall percentage of
satisfaction in all the participants. There were five questions directed towards the satisfaction
of the topics presented in the class. The projected outcomes of the survey were 43% of the
participants were very satisfied, another 43% were satisfied, and 14% were somewhat
satisfied with the parenting classes. Out of the seven participants, two were men and five
were women. Participant 6 scored the highest in the Satisfaction Survey. She also scored
high in the participation level. One may speculate that she was raised in America and was
taught to express her opinions. Her scores were higher than most participants. As for
participant 7 who scored low in both the Satisfaction Survey and the Participation, one can
assume that her recent arrival to America and her limited knowledge of the new culture has
caused her score to be the norm.
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Discussion
A number of implications can be drawn from this study regarding the Effectiveness of
the Vietnamese Parenting Class. The discussion of these implications will proceed as follows:
weaknesses in the study, and recommendations of the study to improve future classes.
There were several weaknesses to the study. The pre-test and post-test of the AAPI
were not culturally competent. Most of the questions did not show sensitivity to the
Vietnamese culture. For example, "young children should be expected to comfort their
mother when she is feeling blue." This question and many more similar questions were very
confusing for the participants. This researcher observed that the participants just answered
the questions according to what they believed was the best answer to the question but not
their true knowledge of it based on participants' discussions heard during the test. Another
reason that the participants were not fully honest in their answers was because they were
afraid that the information they offered would negatively effect their cases with the
Department of Family and Children Services. At the beginning of the test, this researcher
explained that any information provided by the participants would not effect their status and
all information would be held in strict confidentiality. Apparently, this assurance was not
enough to ease participants' fears.
Another weakness to this study is the literacy issue with some of the participants. Most
of the participants barely completed third-grade education; therefore, they cannot read the
questionnaires. During the pre-test and post-test, the participants were divided into two
groups. Participants that can read were grouped together. The second group included
participants with the literacy problem, for which the facilitator had to read the questions
aloud. Due to this problem, the score of the participants might be skewed.
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It is important to consider group composition when discussing the outcomes ofthis
study. Because this Vietnamese Parenting class was an open-ended group, it might also effect
the participants' level of interaction and sharing in-group. When new members enter the
existing and established group, they can disrupt the level of bonding the participants have with
each other. Trust and connection must be re-established with new members in the group.
These factors might effect the outcome of the goals.
The strength ofthis study was that all the participants attended the classes. Their
attendance was very consistent due to participants being mandated to attend. The information
presented by the facilitator was in Vietnamese. The facilitator showed much care as to how
he presented the information. He did it in such a way that the participants could retain the
information they received. He provided information about the mainstream culture (American)
and the Vietnamese culture of how to be parents. He then combined the two cultures to help
the participants acquire better techniques to discipline children in this society. In the
Satisfaction Survey, participants gave the class a very positive rating. Participants commented
on the information presented by the facilitator and said it was easy to understand and very
informative.
There are several suggestions to help improve future parenting classes. The AAPI
questionnaires should be culturally competent in such that it's related to the Vietnamese
culture. The questionnaires should also be designed in a way that reflected all literacy level of
the participants. Another important suggestion would be to increase the level of participation
with all the participants, especially the female participants. The facilitator can incorporate in
his/her discussion activities that encourage participants to interact and voice their opinion.
Some examples would be doing short skits about the difficulties of the problems at home the
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participants have with their children, role playing in class for feedback. This would allow all
the participants to get involved in the discussion.
The last recommendation that this researcher feels can be useful to improve future
classes is to install an anonymous suggestion box at the front of the agency for clients to
provide input, feedback, and complaints about the classes and services being served. This in
turn will help the agency and providers improve and strengthen the services.
In summary, this evaluation suggests that the parenting class offered at Asian Pacific
Resources Center was somewhat effective. The parents did acquire and retain the skills and
information provided by the facilitator. This conclusion was based on the comments in the
satisfaction survey. The program was not effective in evaluating the participants' ability to
identify behavior that is age appropriate in their children through the Adult Adolescent
Parenting Inventory (AAPI).

'
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Appendix A

Adult-Adolescent Parenting.Inventory
AAPI
FormB
Stephen J. Bavolek, Ph.D.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Sex: ( Circle one)
Race: (Circle one)

Male
White

Age: _ _ _ _ _ years

Female
Black

Hispanic

Asian

Oriental

-American Indian

Other:
If Appropriate:

Grade Level:

School Name:

INSTRUCTIONS: There are 32 statements in this booklet. They are statements about parenting and raising children. You
decide the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement by circling one of the responses.
STRONGLY AGREE-Circle SA if you strongly support the statement, or feel the statement is true most or all
the time.
AGREE-Circle A if you support the statement, or feel this statement is true some of the time.
STRONGLY DISAGREE-Circle SU if you feel strongly against the statement or feel the statement is not true
most or all the time.
DISAGREE-Circle D if you feel you cannot support the statement or that the statement is not true some of the
time.
UNCERTAIN -Circle U only when it is impossible to decide on one of the other choices.
When you are told to turn the page, begin with Number 1 and go on until you finish all the statements. In answering them,
please keep these four points in mind:
1. Respond to the statements truthfully. There is no advantage in giving an untrue response because you think

it is the right thing to say. There really is no right or wrong answer -only your opinion.
2. Respond to the statements as quickly as you can. Give the first natural response that comes to mind.
3. Circle only one response for each statement.
4. Although some statements may seem much like others, no two statements arc exactly alike. Make sure you
respond to every statement.

If there is anything you don't understand, please ask your questions now. If you come across a word you don't know while
responding lo a statement, ask the examiner for help.
When you finish, please feel free lo write any comments you have on the back page.

Turn the Page and Begin
01984 Family Development Resources, Inc. All rights reserved.
1his test or parts thereof may not be reproduced in any form without permission of the publisher.
3160 Pinebrook RD, Parle City, UT &4060
AAlll
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Form B
Strongly
Agree
Agree

Uncertain

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1. Young children should be expected to comfort
their mother when she is feeling blue.

SA

A

u

D

SD

2. Parents should never use physical punishment to
teach their children right from wrong.

SA

A

u

D

SD

3. Children should not be the main source of comfort
and care for their parents.

SA

A

u

D

so

4. Young children should be expected to hug their
mother when she is sad.

SA

A

u

D

SD

5. Parents will spoil their children by picking them
up and comforting them when they cry.

SA

A

u

D

SD

6. Children should not be expected to talk before the
age of one year.

SA

A

u

D

SD

7. A good child will comfort both of his/her parents
after the parents have argued.

SA

A

u

D

SD

8. Children seldom learn good behavior through the
use of physical punishment.

SA

A

u

D

· SD

9. Children develop good, strong characters through
very strict discipline.

SA

A

u

D

SD

10. Children under three years should not be expected to take care of themsel.ves.

SA

A

u

D

SD

11. Young children should be aware of ways to comfort their parents after a hard day's work.

SA

A

u

D

SD

· 12. Parents sho·uld never slap their child when s/he
has done something wrong.

SA

A

u

D

SD

13. Children should always be spanked when they
misbehave.

SA

A

u

D

SD

14. Young children should not be responsible for the
happiness of their parents.

SA

A

u

D

SD

15. Parents have a responsibility to spank their·
children when they misbehave.

SA

A

u

D

SD

Please go to next page.
0198-1 Family Development Resources, Inc. All Rights Reserved
This lest or parts thereof may not be reproduced in any form without permission of the publisher.
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Form B
Strongly
Agree Agree

Uncertain

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

16. Parents should expec-: their children to feed themselves by twelve months.

SA

A

u

D

SD

17. Parents should expect their children to grow
physica!!y at about the same rate.

SA

A

u

D

SD

18. Young children who feel secure often grow up
expecting too much.

SA

A

u

D

SD

19. Children should always "pay the price" for misbehaving.

SA

A

u

D

SD

20. Children under three years should not be expected to feed, bathe, and clothe themselves.

SA

A

u

D

SD

21. Parents who are sensitive to their children's feelings and moods often spoil their children.

SA

A

u

D

SD

22. Children often deserve more discipline than they
get.

SA

A

u

D

SD

23. Children whose needs are left unattended will
often grow up to be more independent.

.SA

A

u

D

SD

24. Parents who encourage communication with their
children only end up listening to complaints.

SA

A

u

D

SD

25. Children are more likely to learn appropriate behavior when they are spanked for misbehaving.

SA

A

u

D

SD

26. Children will quit crying faster if they are ignored.

SA

A

u

D

SD

27. Children five months of age are seldom capable of
sensing what their parents expect.

SA

A

u

D

SD

28. Children who are given too much love by their
parents often grow up to be stubborn and spoiled.

SA

A

u

D

SD

'·29. Children should never be forced to respect parental authority.

SA

A

u

D

SD

SA

A

u

D

SD

31. Young children who are hugged and kissed usually
grow up to be "sissies7'

SA

A

u

D

SD

32. Young children should not be expected to comfort
their father when he i.; upset.

SA

A

u

I)

SD

'
30. Young children
should try to make their parent's
life more pleasurable.

01984 Family Development Resources, Inc. All rights reseived.
This lest or ('arts thereof may not be reproduced in any form without permission of the publisher.
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Appendix A·
Tham Khao YKie'n ¼ V~n D' Giao Dl}c

AAPI
Stephen J. Bavolek, Ph.D.

.

HovaTen- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

i>hai tinh (khoanh tron ni<;>t )

Nam

Chung tqc (khoanh tron mqt)
Da Tra'ng Da Den My La Tinh ·
Chung tqc khac_ _ _ _ _ __

A Chau

Phti6ng B6ng

Da Do

- "'
,..,
Trinh 09 h9c van_ _ __

,.
,.
,.!
"
Ten
Truong
(khong
bat
bu9c)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

HUONG DAN: Dtl6i day la 32 nh~·din}i v~ v~ di giao d11c va nuoi du6ng tre em. Ban

r

c6 the' dong y ho*c khbng oong ve nhung nh{µi dinh nay. Hay ch9n va khoanh tron m9t
cau tra loi thich h6p v6i biµi nhat.
.
RKT BONG t (Strongly Agree): khoanh tron cht\ SA neu b~ hoan toan ung h9
nh&,n djnh nay ho!c nglurang ~ djnh nay clung trong hau het mQi hoan canh,
moi tnt5ng hop. .
D~NG Y (Agree): khoanh tron chti 1} ne~ bsm ung h~ nh~ d~nh nay ho~c nghi,
ran~~~ naY,;.flung ,trong m~t so tru6ng h9p.
~
,
RAT KHONG DONG Y (Strongly Disagree): khoanh tron chu SD neu b~
hoan toan pluk a6i nhlµi c1jnh nay ho~c nghf'rang ~ ajnh nay kh6ng aung
trong hau he't !_IlPi hoan canh, m.oi tni6ng h(>p. .,
,
· KH~G D6NG t (Disagree): khoanh tron chd D neu ban khong ung ho nhan
~nhJlay ho~c n~ ~g nhfui ojnh nay khong dung tron~ ~9t ~o· tnidng h9p.: .
KHONG QUYET DINH (Uncertain): khoanh tron chu U neu ban do du va
khong the?quyet djnh du'QC cau tra l6i cho nhful dinh nay.
,
'
0 trang ke'ti€p, b~ hay bfft Mng c{u so' 1 va tiep tvc tra 16i het bdn tham khao nay.
Trong khi tra l6i, xin b.µi hay nhb 4 di€m sau clay:
.
...,
_
· 1. Hay tra ldi thanh that cho du ykieh cua ban kh6ng phu hdp v6i nhung dieu
hay le phai ma mQi ~gudi mong"dQi. Nhdng ~ djnh tiy khong cfoi hoi m9t
cau tra 16i dung hay sai ma inlJC aich chinh la tham khdo y kie'n rieng cua b!lll,
2. Hay tra l6i cang nhanh ding t6t. Chon cau tra 16i dau tien ban nghi rte~.
3. Chi'khoanh tron m8t c£u tra 16i cho ~9i nh~ ninh. .
,
4. Bi;m co theytha,Y vai ·nh~ djnh co ve gi6ng nhau' nhung that ra chung khong
h~an ~oah giong nhtl nhau. B~ hay elite cha'n la trh l6i m9i nM.n mph
cua banI tham
lduio.
I
I
CJ
I
,/\
Neu c6 dieu gfthic mac, xin ban hoi ngar, Tron1Lkhi tra ldi, neu co chtl nao ban khong
biet, xin hoi <is' dtl?C gitlp rt& B~ co the viet nhung ldi gdp y khi oa hoan tfil. ,

dau

r

aa

~

-

,I

;-

HAY SANG TRANG VA BAT DAU
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MiUA

,..,
Rat

Bo;g Y

'

I

Khong
Quye't djnh

Rat

Khoni

B6ng

KhongBongY

1. Tre em nen an ui me
khi m~ cam tha'.y t1au

SA

A

u

D

SD

2. Cha me doi khi nen
danh dap c·on cai de ct~y d6
chtlng di[u hay le phai.

SA

A

u

D

SD

3. Con cai nen la ngufn
yeu
thliong va cham soc chiiili
q
.
cuachame.
·

SA

A

u

D

SD

4. Tr~ em nen om me khi
me buo°il.
'

SA

A

u

D

SD

5. Cha my lam hu hdng
con cai neu b6ng be' chung
va an tli khi chung khoc.

SA

A

u

D

SD

SA

A

u

D

SD

7. M9t dua
ngoan se
an ui ca cha
m~ sau khi
hai ngubi cai nhau.

SA

A

u

D

SD

8. Tri!
em neb
bi danh dap
I
9 ,J •
•
sebiet ell XU tot hon..

SA

A

u

D

SD

9. Tre em se co nhan each
tot va tinh manh ne~
a'p dtµig ky
that
nghiem kha~ voi chung.

SA

A

u

D

SD

10. Cha me nen de'cho con
nho dtfd°i 3. tu6..,i bKt
""'
,..'
- ttj cham soc lay minh.

SA

A

u

D

SD

SA

A

u

D

SD

kho~

'

:ofutg t

'

.

. 6. Tre em c6 the'noi len
' ,..,
dti¢c y muon f Ua minh
tnioc mot tufo.

~e

lan

ca

l~t

dau

e

,. ,.,

11. Tr em nen biet each
an ui cha me sau mqt ngay
lain vie'c met nhoc.
.

.

.
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Khong
Quyet a~nh

Rat

Kh6ng

Boiig t

KhongBongY

12. Cha me nen rat con
neu chung lain aieu gi
sai trai.

SA

A

u

D

SD

13.1 Tre con nen bi,. ctahh don
neu chung hti don.

SA

A

u

D

SD

14. Tre em chiu trach
nhi~m phan ldh vf
h~ phuc ctla cha m~.

SA

A

u

D

SD

15. Cham~ co b6n phan
phru. danh don con cai khi
chung h11 hong.

SA

A

u

D

SD

16. Cha m~ hy v9ng ,
con nho 12 thang tu6i
" uong
"' d ti?c.
co th,..e tti. an

SA

A

u

D

SD

17. Cha me hy vong con dri
f
se ldn d6ng ileu nhtl nhau.

SA

A

u

D

SD·

18. Tre em ne~ duck bJo hoc
se doi hoi nhifu khi
.
trudng thanh.

SA

A

u

D

SD

19. Tre em luon luon phai
"tra gia" cho Hun l&i cua minh.

SA

A

u

D

SD

20. Tre em du6i 3 tu6i neb
tti~
.-J
c.J~. an uong,
tam
va
m~cqufuiao.

SA

A

u

D

SD

21. Nhtlng bac cha me qua
nh~y cam v6i tihll khi' va
cam gidc cua con tre
thu8ng lam htl hdng chung.

SA

A

u

D

SD

SA

A

u

D

SD

I

q

4

I

-

r

I

22. Can nghiem khac v6i
tre emr Mn so . vdi
ky I luat,
I
dang ap d1:111g vdi chung.
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Rat

·acfngt
,_I
..,
"
23. Neu
nhting
nhu cau
cua tre em khong du'<;k
dap lklg, chu'ng se trb' nln
hi. lap
. hdn khi tnid~g thanh .

SA

Kh6ng

Bo~gY

Rat

KhcS'ng

KhQng.Bd'ng Y

Quyei <li,nh

D6ngY

U

D

SD

A

"' cha m~ khuyen
,!
24. Neu
kbich col\ cai noi ch1;1y~n
cdi m6" voi mfnh cuoi cung
chi'la-nh&ig 16i phan nan.

SA

A

U

D

SD

25. Tre em se rren ngti6i
ne~- bi...,danh don m~i khi
1am 1ai.

SA

A

U

D

SD

SA

A

U

D

SD

SA

A

U

D

SD

28. Neu cha my qua nu ng
chieu con cai, chung se
cl.fu.g
va hu hong
khi tnldng thaim.

SA

A

U

D

SD

29. Chting ta phai bal buoc
tre em ton trong uy quye~
cuachame ..

SA

A

U

D

SD

30. Tre nho nen co'gahg lain
cho cu6c song cua cha me
trd ~ne'n ·vui thu hon.
,

SA

A

U

D

SD

SA

A

U

D

SD

SA

A

U

D

SD

nin

26. Tre em se
kh6c
r'
-.
nhanh hon neu ngtid1 ta
bo m~c cho chung khdc.

~'
27. Tre, em 5 thahg tuoi
co the1 cam nh.fu ctu'oc di€u
cha m~ mong dqi d 1~hung.
,.,

6

dau

om

31. Tre nho n€u dti6c
hon qua nhie~ thu6~g trb nen
ye~ dudi khi tntddg tharm .

.,

,.

"'r

·1 •

32. Tre nho nen biet an ui,
ngu6i cha khi 6ng ta hie t6i.
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The Adult-Adolescent Parenting Inventory
Form A
Hoan toan 06ngy Khong
Khong
Ch.1c ch.1n d6ngy
06ngy
1. Cac em

cin phai an ui m~ khi m~ ch(mg

cam thiy bu6n.
2. Ba m~ cin phai dq.y con em cu.a mlnh di~u
phai trai bfulg each danh d~p ch(mg.
3. Cac em cin phai la ngu6n an ui va Sill} s6c
-

cha m~!eacem
4; Cac em cin phai om a.p m~ khi m~ chung
bu6n.
5. Ba m~ se lam hu' con cai bfulg each nang
niu con cai vao long va v6 v~ khi chung kh6c.
6. Cac em

cin phai di~n ta suy nghi cu.a eac

em bfulg ldi n6i tntoc m◊t tu6i.
7. Cac em ngoan se bi~t an ui ba m~ sau khi
ba m~ chung cfil

l◊n

voi nhau.

8. Cac em hQC each cu' su' t6t vai m9i ngu'di
qua nhii'ng hlnh ph4 t danh d~p.
9. Mng each giao d(JC khic khe, eac em se
trd thanh ngudi t6t va vii'ng vang.
10. Ba m~ cin cho eac em du'ai 3 tu6i bi~t ti/
b.1t dAu lo cho chi'nh mlnh.
11. Cac em

cin d~ y

d~n nhii'ng each an ui

cha m~ sau m◊t ngay lam vi~ afc nh<;>c.
12. Ba m~ nen dung ban tay danh cac em khi
-

chung lam di~u gl sai trai.
13. Cac em nen bi danh vao mong khi cu su'
khong dung voi nguoi khac.
14. Cac em nen c6 trach nhi~m nhi~u d6i voi
stf vui ve cu.a ba m~ chung.
15. Ba m~ phai c6 trach nhi~m danh con cai
khi chung c6 nhii'ng cu' su' sai trai.
16. Ba m~ nen d~ cho cac em ttf M u6ng khi
cac em duqc m◊t tu6i.
17. Ba m~ nen doi hoi con cai m1nh Ion len '
theo m◊t t6c d◊ gi6ng nhau.
18. Cac em s6ng trong m◊t m6i tru'dng an
toan khi Ion len cac em se doi hoi nhi~u hdn.
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Hoan toan
khongd6ngy

'
'

Kh6ng Hoan toan
Haan toan 06ngy Kh6ng
ChS.cchS.0 dOngy kh6ngd0ngy
06ngy"

19. a.c em Iu6n phai tra m◊t .
gia~Att
cho SI/ al sli sai trai cua mlnh.
20. a.c em du'cti 3 tu6i cin pltai hi~. di t!m
va hi dlfnh mlnh m~c quan ao.
2 t. Nhii'ng ba m~ nao c6 sue cam m~h me
vdi nhii'ng

cam giac va tr~g thai cua cac em

nhi~u khi se lam hu' chung.

22. a.c em xii'ng dang du'qc giao dvc nhi~u
hdn la chung du'qc.

23. Oc em thi~u SI/ d~ y cua ngu'oi khac
trong luc ch(mg cin se lam chung 18n len
sOng hi I~ hdn.
24. N~u ba m~ khuy~n khfch con cai n6i
chuy~n cdi md thl se du'qc con cai nghe loi
nhi~u hdn.
25. Khi con nho, cac em d~ hQC each al su'
dung hdn vdi mQi ngu'oi. . -26. a.c em se nfn kh6c khi khong ai quan
tam d~n chung.
27 a.c em du'qc 5 thang phai bi~t
nh~
du'qc nhii'ng gl ba m~ mong mu6n c1 chung. 28. a.c em qua du'QC chi~u chu◊ng va yeu
thu'dng khi Ion chung se cii'ng dAu va hu' hong

cam

29. a.c em cin bj ap d~t d~ kfnh trQng quy~n
h~ cua ba m~ chung.

30. a.c em cin phai thu' d~ lam cho cu◊c
s6ng cua ba m~ chung vui ve hdn.
31. Nhii'ng em du'qc 6ry Ap va Au y~m thu'dng
khi

Ion len chung se yeu d'uoi;_

32. a.c em cin phai an ui ba khi ba chung
gi~du'.
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Appendix B

Satisfaction Survey

·*

Your feedback and input in this survey is greatly appreciate, so please answer it as
honestly as you can.· This survey will help improves future classes.
The rating for this survey is from 1-5; 1 as in very low, no help and 5 as in very high, and
great hylp.

1. Were the topics presented to you for the 12 week cycles useful?
low 1 2
3
4
5 high

2. Were the topics presented showed sensitivity to your culture?
low 1 2
3
4
5 high

3. Do the pre-test/posttest reflect your cultural and traditional customs?
low 1
2
3
4
5 high

4. Do the topics presented help you understand the American (mainstream) culture
better?
low l
2
3
4
5 high

5. Would you recommend this class to anyone else?
low 1
2
3
4
5 high

6. Comment/suggestion:
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. Appendix C
TO:

Huyen-Ha Vu
P.O ..Box 111234
Campbell, CA 95011

FROM:

Nabil Ibrahim, N .""-""
Acting A VP, GraduateS~cli~s & ~ h

Associate Vice President
Graduate Studies and Research

DATE:

November 19, 1998

One Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192-0025
Voice: 408-924-2480
Fax: 408-924-2477
E-mail: gstudies@wahoo.sjsu.edu
http://www.sjsu.edu

The Human Subjects-Institutional Review Board has approved
your request to use human subjects in the study entitled:

~~~

Sanjose State
UNIVERSITY

t---=~

Office of the Academic
Vice President

"Multiple Single Subject Evaluation of a
Vietnamese Parenting Class"
This approval is contingent upon the subjects participating in
your research project being appropriately protected from risk.
This includes the protection of the anonymity of the subjects'
identity when they participate in your research project, and
with regard to any and all data that may be collected from the
subjects. The Board's approval includes continued monitoring
of your research by the Board to assure that the subjects are
being adequately and properly protected from such risks. If at
any time a subject becomes injured or complains of injwy, you
must notify Nabil Ibrahim, Ph.D., immediately. Injwy includes
but is not limited to bodily harm, psychological trauma and
release of potentially damaging personal information.
Please also be advised that all subjects need to be fully
informed and aware that their participation in your research
project is voluntary, and that he or she may withdraw from the
project at any time. Further, a subject's participation, refusal to
participate, or withdrawal will not affect any services the
subject is receiving or will receive at the institution in which
the research is being conducted.

If you have any questions, please contact me at
( 408) 924-2480.
The California State University:
Chancellor's Office
Bakersfield, Chico, Dominguez Hills,
Fresno, FuUerton, Hayward, Humboldt,
Long Beach. Los Angeles, Maritime Academy,
Monterey Bay, Northridge, Pomona.
Sacramento. San Bernardino, San Diego,
San Franc!SCO, San Jose, San Luis Obispo,
San Marcos, Sonoma, Stanislaus
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Appendix D

~~.~
~#~~
San Jose State.
UNIVERSITY

Agreement to Participate in Research
Responsible Investigator: Huyen-Ha Vu
Title of Protocol: Vietnamese Parenting Class

College of Social Work
One Washington Square
San Jose, CA 95192-0124
Voice: 408-924-5800
Fax: 408-924-5892

I have been asked to participate in a research study investigating the skills I acquire in
the parenting class. I will be asked to answer a pre-test at the first session and answer a
post-test at the last sessions about the techniques that I used to discipline my child.

E-mail: pjhalley@email.sjsu.edu

http://www.sjsu.edu/depts/
SociaJWork

I may experience some emotional discomfort about the questions being asked, but
overall there are no other risks anticipated in this study.
I understand that the results of the study may be published but no information that
could identify me will be included. All information obtained from me will remain
confidential and anonymous.
Questions about research may be addressed to San Jose State University at the Social
Work Department at (408) 924-5800. Complaints about the research can be addressed
to Dr. Fred Prochaska at (408) 741-2095. Questions or complaints about research,
subject's rights, or research-related injury may be addressed to Serena Stanford, Ph.D.,
Associate Academic Vice President for Graduate Studies and Research at (408) 9242480.
No service of any kind, to which I am entitled, will be lost or jeopardized ifl choose not
to participate in this study.
My consent is given voluntarily without coercion of any kind. I understand that I may
refuse to participate in this study or any part of the study. Ifl decide to participate in
this study, I may withdraw at any time without prejudice to my relations with SJSU or
other participating institutions.
I have received a signed and dated copy of this consent form.
* The signature of a subject on this document indicates agreement to participate in the
study.
* The signature of a researcher on this document indicates agreement to include the
above named subject in the research and attestation that the subject has been fully
informed of his or her rights.

Subject's Signature

Investigator's Signature

The CaJifomia Slate UACve<sity:

Chance110,·s Office
Bake<sfield, Chico. Dominguez Hills.
Fresno. FuJtertoo. Hayward. Humboldt,
Long Beach, Los Angefes. Marilime Acaclemy.
Monte<ey Bay. N0<thridge. Pomona.

Sacr.:i.mento. San Bernardino. S,1n Diego.
~)<111

Francisco. San Jose. San Luis Obisnri.

San M.-ucos. Sonoma. Stat'Msl;J1_15
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Date

Date

AppendixE
San Jose State University
College of Social Work

Field Agency's Approval of Research Project Prospectus

Instructions: This form must be completed by all students participating in University-related
research projects, including S.W. 298 projects. The form should be completed and submitted to
the student's SW298 instructor or faculty sponsor. All students are expected to advise their
agency of the content of their research projects as well as plans related to their proposed
methodology, data collection, and data analysis activities. Completion of this form does not
remove the obligations of students to complete other college, university, or agency research review
and approval procedures/policies.
If significant changes are made in the project a new form must be completed and
submitted. All S.W.298 students must complete and submit this form prior to commencing their
actual research work with data collection or clients: and in any event before the end of their first
semester of the study.
The field instructor's (FBI.)or other agency representative's signature certifies that the
student has discussed and shared their plans with the agency, and that the agency is not in
opposition to the project. The S. W.298 instructor and/or other college officials should be
contacted if there are any concerns, questions, or objections.
Student's Name:Huyen-Ha, Vu Agency Name: County of Santa Clara Social Services
F.L's Name: Jorge Gonzalez F.I.'s Telephone# (408) 441-5291
SJSU Instructor' Name: Dr. Fred Prochaska Semester(s): Fall '98 and Spring '99
Proposed Topic: Multiple Single Subject Evaluation of a Vietnamese Parenting Class
Brief Description of Project-Timelines, Sample/subjects and Methodology:
The purpose of my project is to examine the effectiveness of the Vi~amese Parenting
Class. This is a Multiple Single Subjects evaluation of a Vietnamese Parenting Class. I want to
assess. the effectiveness of the intervention (the parenting class) on the attitudes and skills that the
parents acquire during group. The pre-test, posttest and goal attainment scale will be utilized to
compare and analyze data to determine if the group intervention helps improve parenting
techniques. Court mandated parents· attending Asian Pacific Family Resources Center will be
asked to participate in this study.

Date.l!2Jo2'7!.J..f

'
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